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Disclaimer
Cautionary Note Regarding Forward-Looking Statements Certain
statements in this document are "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of
the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Such information includes the
acquisition, financing, revenue growth, profitability, and product strategies, plans
and expectations of: LFTD Partners Inc. and related entities including Lifted Made.
Such forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and are
subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may
cause or contribute to the actual results of these companies’ merger plans,
financing plans, operations, or the performance or achievements of these
companies differing materially from those expressed or implied by the forwardlooking statements. These companies undertake no obligation to publicly update
any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future
events or otherwise. Actual results, performance or achievements could differ
materially from those anticipated in such forward-looking statements as a result of
certain other factors, including the risk factors set forth in LFTD Partners Inc.’s
filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission. This deck does not constitute
an offer to sell common stock or any other securities of LFTD Partners Inc.
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at a Glance
LFTD Partners Inc. (ticker symbol LSFP), is focused upon acquiring growing companies that sell branded products containing hemp-derived
cannabinoids, nicotine e-liquid and vapes, kratom and kava products.
LSFP's wholly-owned subsidiary is award-winning hemp-derived products maker Lifted Made (www.LiftedMade.com), which was founded in
2014 by Nick Warrender. Lifted Made has a 50% membership interest in SmplyLifted LLC, which sells tobacco-free nicotine pouches under
the brand name FR3SH (www.GETFR3SH.com). LSFP also owns 4.99% of CBD-infused beverage and products maker Ablis
(www.AblisBev.com), and of distillers Bendistillery Inc. d/b/a Crater Lake Spirits (www.CraterLakeSpirits.com) and Bend Spirits, Inc.

House of Brands

Diversified Product
Set
Lifted Made Sells
Custom Vapes,
Cartridges, Dabs,
Edibles, Lotions, Flower
and More

Approximate Percentage
of Products Sold by
Lifted Made In
September 2021:
Delta 8 THC: 48%
THCO: 32%
THCV: 8%
Delta 10 THC: 7%
Delta 9 THC: 5%

Multiple Channel
Distribution
Lifted Made sells
nationwide to:
1) Distributors that
primarily sell to vape
& smoke shops and
convenience stores
2) Retailers, including
CBD stores and
health foods stores
3) Direct-to-consumer
online via
www.LiftedMade.com
Lifted Made has also
begun selling its products
into Mexico

Strong Financials
Q3 2021 Revenue: $8,820,952
Q3 2021 EBITDA: $2,287,890
Q3 2021 Net Income: $2,236,178
Q2 2021 Revenue: $6,695,144
Q2 2021 EBITDA: $1,657,767
Q2 2021 Net Income: $1,596,154
Q1 2021 Revenue: $3,353,270
Q1 2021 EBITDA: $696,488
Q1 2021 Net Income: $618,359
Q4 2020 Revenue: $2,196,518
Q4 2020 EBITDA: $574,057
Q4 2020 Net Income: $549,531
Q3 2020 Revenue: $1,509,437
Q3 2020 EBITDA: $120,196
Q3 2020 Net Income: $95,823
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Strong Financials
LSFP is rapidly growing and, unlike most publicly
traded cannabis companies, is highly profitable:

September 30, 2021
Current Assets $
Current Liabilities
Working Capital

9,366,397
4,153,654
5,212,743

Net Cash Provided by (Used in) Operating Activities $
Net Cash Used in Investing Activities $
Net Cash Used in Financing Activities $

December 31, 2020
$

3,264,777
2,308,722
956,055

For the Nine Months Ended
September 30,
2021
2020
4,350,358
$
(1,121,308)
(366,764)
(118,094)

$
$

(3,044,564)
(62,327)

Cash in the bank as of December 15, 2021: $5.3 M
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Q3 2021 Highlights
Net Sales
Gross Profit
% of Net Sales
Operating Income
% of Net Sales
EBITDA
% of Net Sales
Net Income
Basic EPS
Diluted EPS

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Q3 2021
8,820,952
4,100,895
46%
2,318,037
26%
2,287,890
26%
2,236,178
0.17
0.14

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Q3 2020
1,509,437
631,110
42%
113,722
8%
120,196
8%
95,823
0.01
0.01

Year-Over-Year
% Change
484%
550%
11%
1,938%
249%
1,803%
226%
2,234%
1,600%
1,300%

Lifted Made’s year-over-year organic growth is phenomenal, and reflects:
1) The frequent, successful product launches throughout the year (many of which were first to market) under its Urb
Finest Flowers brand
2) Strong relationships with distributors and wholesalers who love working with Nick Warrender, CEO of Lifted Made,
and Nick’s team, and who obviously love Lifted Made’s products because they sell quickly
3) Successful negotiations for cheaper raw goods
4) The move into a larger facility which allowed additional growth
5) The continued build out of a sales team and operations
6) A determination to do whatever it takes to improve performance every day
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Rapidly Growing Capabilities
Square footage of leased spaces (two leases in Kenosha, WI): 16,238 sq. ft.*

Headquarters
Number of Employees:
Management:
Sales:
Production:
Shipping:
Total Employees:

13
9
70
8
100 **

*Lifted has signed a third lease that commences on January 1, 2022 for approximately 8,000 sq. ft. of space that will be
used to expand and optimize Lifted Made’s production and fulfillment operations
**Up from 32 employees in December 2020
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History of
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

January 2, 1986: Organized under the laws of the State of Nevada on January 2, 1986 as Cornerstone Capital Corporation
1986-2007: Under prior management, the Company engaged in a variety of money-losing ventures
2007: Gerard M. Jacobs elected Chairman and CEO
2011: Company effects 1 for 20 reverse stock split and closes acquisition 100% of Cogility Software Corporation, San Jose, California
2013: Company closes acquisition of 100% of Defense & Security Technology Group, Chantilly, Virginia
2014: Completes sale of both Cogility Software Corporation and Defense & Security Technology Group and Company decides to investigates potential
acquisitions in the cannabis industry
2018: Fruci & Associates II, PLLC engaged as auditors for the Company
November 16, 2018: The Company signs a letter of intent to acquire 4.9% of Ablis, Bendistillery and Bend Spirits Inc.
February 27, 2019: William C. “Jake” Jacobs, CPA appointed President and CFO
February 27, 2019: The Company begins a private placement of approximately $6.6 million of Series A and Series B convertible preferred stock
April 30, 2019: The Company closes acquisition 4.9% of Ablis, Bendistillery and Bend Spirits Inc.
May 23, 2019: The Company signs letter of intent to acquire Warrender Enterprise Inc. d/b/a Lifted Liquids, which was founded by Nick Warrender in
2014
February 24, 2020: The Company closes its acquisition of 100% of Warrender Enterprise Inc. d/b/a Lifted Liquids, which changes its name to Lifted
Liquids, Inc. d/b/a Lifted Made
September 30, 2020: The Company completes first profitable quarter, with revenue of $1,509,437 and net income of $95,823
December 31, 2020: The Company announces its second consecutive profitable quarter, with sales growing 46% to $2,196,518 and net income growing
473% to $549,531 from Q3 2020
January 1, 2021: Lifted Made expands operations by signing lease and moving into a 11,238 sq. ft. building in Kenosha, WI, which increases Lifted Made’s
space by 94%
March 31, 2021: The Company announces its third consecutive profitable quarter, with sales growing 53% to $3,353,270 and net income growing 13% to
$618,359 from Q4 2020
June 16, 2021: The Company signs a letter of intent to acquire 100% of Savage Enterprises and related entities
June 30, 2021: The Company announces its fourth consecutive profitable quarter, with sales growing 99% to $6,695,144 and net income growing 158%
to $1,596,154 from Q1 2021
September 1, 2021: The Company signs letter of intent to acquire 100% of Fresh Farms E-Liquid, LLC
September 30, 2021: The Company announces its fifth consecutive profitable quarter, with sales growing 32% to $8,820,952 and net income growing
40% to $2,236,178 from Q2 2021
May 18, 2021: The Company changes its name to LFTD Partners Inc. from Acquired Sales Corp., and subsequently changes its stock trading symbol to
LSFP from AQSP
October 1, 2021: Lifted Made expands operations by 44% by signing a second lease and moving into an additional 5,000 sq. ft. of space in Kenosha
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Lifted Made’s Strategy
Lifted Liquids, Inc. d/b/a Lifted Made is LFTD Partners Inc.’s wholly-owned subsidiary.

1. New product development
-First-to-market, innovative products
-Beautiful packaging
-High quality products
-Collaboration brands with other companies
-Affordable price points
2. Pricing

-Aggressive pricing structure for distributors, wholesalers and end users
3. Increasing sales
-Currently hiring more sales personnel
-Commission structure that encourages the onboarding new accounts (distributors &
wholesalers)
-Sharing of leads and introductions by Savage Enterprises and Fresh Farms
4. Promotion
-Attending tradeshows
-Paid placement ads
-SEO
-Social media
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Huge Market Opportunity for Hemp
According to Fact.MR, more than 55 countries in the world have legalized hemp based products. With an astounding
growth outlook, the global hemp based products market is projected to grow at an extraordinary compound annual
growth rate (“CAGR”) of 23.8% during the forecast period (2019 - 2029) and is expected to be valued at US $19.6 billion by
2029, according to Fact.MR’s report.

.
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Award-Winning, Diverse Brand Portfolio
Approximate Products Sold by Lifted Made in September 2021:
Delta 8 THC Products

8%
Delta 9 THC Products
Delta 10 THC Products

47%

32%

THCO Products
THCV Products

7%

CBD Products

5%
Apparel

Vapes

20%

Cartridges

7%

Dabs

58%

3%

12%

Flower
Edibles

Urb Finest Flowers is
Lifted Made’s flagship, awardwinning brand.
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Lifted Made is Constantly First-to-Market With
Innovative, Ground-Breaking Products
Urb Rocks

First-to-market in July 2021 with Urb Rocks, flavored
popping crystals infused with 15 mg of hemp-derived
delta-9-THC that explode with flavor in a consumer’s
mouth.

The federally compliant delta-9-THC Urb Rocks come
in packets containing two formulations: AM Poppin’
for morning consumption with caffeine, and PM
Poppin’ for evening consumption with melatonin, and
gaba; both blends also utilize sunflower lecithin for
rapid absorption and fast onset.

Live Resin THCO Disposable Vape

First-to-market in September 2021 with a THC-O Live
Resin Disposable, which contains a blend of THCO, Delta 8
Distillate and rich Live Resin from fresh frozen hydrocarbon extracted flower. Typical distillate is extracted
from dried and cured buds, stripping out natural terpenes
and other compounds through the process. However, Live
Resin extracts retain oleoresins and terpenes and is also
rich in minor cannabinoids, working together for a more
robust effect and natural cannabis taste. Live Resin is
known to be the highest grade and most sought after
concentrate in the cannabis world.
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Broad Distribution Across Channels
Distribution in the vape, nicotine and hemp industries is heavily controlled by Indian, Pakistani and other minority groups. Although these Indian
and Pakistani distribution companies may be competitors to each other, they all talk and are close knit.
It is very difficult to break into the Indian and Pakistani distribution channels. Because Lifted Made has been working with them since 2014,
Lifted Made has developed really strong relationships with them, and the distributors respect Lifted Made and want to do business with Lifted
Made because Lifted Made’s products make them money.
This is why when Lifted Made launches products, these massive distributors quickly buy all that they can from Lifted Made. They know that Lifted
Made’s products are high quality, they are priced properly so that the distributors can make money, and the consumers love Lifted Made’s
products.
Long term, profitable relationships with this distribution community is a hallmark of Lifted Made, Savage Enterprises and Fresh Farms E-Liquid,
LLC.

Disaggregation of Lifted Made
Revenue During Q3 2021
6%

1%
8%
14%

Sales of raw materials
to customers

Approximate number of distributors
nationwide: 150*

Sales of products to
private label clients

Approximate number of wholesalers (retailers)
nationwide that Lifted sells to directly,
excluding the unknown number of stores that
Lifted’s distributors sell to: 1,000*

Sales of products to
wholesalers

71%

78% / 16% / 6%: Distributor / Wholesaler
(Retailer) / Direct to Consumer revenue mix*

Sales of products to
distributors
Sales of products to end
users

*Estimated by management
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Lifted Made Customer Demographics
Breakdown of Sales
to Wholesalers*

Ages of
Customers*
25%

21-38 years
old

13%

Vape/Tobacco
Shops

39-60 years
old

12%

Convenience
Stores

75%

Gender of
Customers*

75%

78% / 16% / 6%: Distributor / Wholesaler (Retailer) / Direct
to Consumer revenue mix*
Male
Female

50%

CBD/Health
Wellness Stores

50%

Approximate number of distributors nationwide: 150*
Approximate number of wholesalers (retailers) nationwide
that Lifted sells to directly, excluding the unknown number
of stores that Lifted’s distributors sell to: 1,000*
*Estimated by management
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Diversified Product Categories:
Approximate Products Sold by Lifted Made in September 2021
.25%

8%

Delta 8 THC Products
Delta 9 THC Products
Delta 10 THC Products

47%

32%

THCO Products

THCV Products
CBD Products
Apparel

7%

5%
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National Recognition of Lifted Made
Featured In:
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Experienced, Professional Management
Chairman and CEO Gerard M. Jacobs
-Profound experience taking small public companies and making them huge
-Founder and CEO of Metal Management, Inc. (NASDAQ ticker symbol MTLM)
-Closed 37 acquisitions from 1995 to 1999
-Grew MTLM from nothing to $900MM in revenue
-MTLM stock price increased from $1.75 to over $30 per share
-Founder and CEO of Think Partnership, Inc. (AMEX ticker symbol THK)
-Closed 15 acquisitions of online marketing companies
-Grew THK from nothing to $90 million in revenue from 2001 to 2006
-THK stock price increased from $0.15 to over $6 per share
-Harvard University Phi Beta Kappa; full scholarship to University of Chicago Law School as a
Weymouth Kirkland Law Scholar
Vice Chairman and COO Nicholas S. Warrender
-Nationally recognized leader in exploding hemp-derived products industry
-Visionary leader and expert in product and brand design, development and distribution
-Proven ability to roll out many new and profitable products & brands
-First to market with numerous products including delta-8-THC, delta-9-THC, delta-10-THC,
CBC, CBDA, CBN and CBD products
-Understands the importance of profitability; started Lifted Made with $900
-Carthage College
President and CFO William C. “Jake” Jacobs, CPA
-Leading business development initiatives for Lifted Made
-Deep experience auditing public companies at Ernst & Young’s LA and Chicago
offices
-University of Southern California
-National USASA Snowboard Champion in 2015 (in Men’s 23-29 Boardercross event)
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Focused on Strategic Acquisitions
Execute Strategic Acquisitions
LFTD Partners Inc. intends to acquire more companies that produce branded hemp-derived cannabinoid products,
nicotine products, and other innovative alternative products companies, that meet the following criteria:
-The target company’s management must demonstrate the integrity needed for them to function as key officers of a
legitimate publicly-traded company that is committed to complying with all applicable laws and regulations;
-The target company must have a track record of explosive growth and clear profitability on a GAAP accounting basis;
-The target company management must be enthusiastic about continuing to build their company as a decentralized
subsidiary of LSFP over the next 10 years – we have no interest in companies where the management is tired and
wants to be cashed out;
-The target company’s management must have a proven ability to anticipate industry trends and grow market share;
-It is preferable that the target company should bring additional expertise than Lifted Made already has;
-The target company’s management must be enthusiastic about achieving synergies by working with Lifted Made and
its future sister companies to achieve lower cost of goods, greater distribution capabilities, collaborations on new
product launches, sharing of services like SEO, etc.; and
-The target company’s management must be willing to accept a conservative valuation for its company, generally with
approximately 2/3 of the merger consideration in stock, and 1/3 of the merger consideration in cash.
LFTD Partners Inc. is only interested in closing acquisitions that are immediately accretive to LSFP’s earnings per share.
LSFP is not interested in investing in start-up or turn-around situations. LSFP is only interested in acquisitions of
companies that are already experiencing explosive growth while maintaining clear profitability.
Goal: To be the Fastest Growing and Most Profitable Publicly Traded Company in the Hemp, Nicotine, Kratom, Kanna
and Kava Spaces
1. We intend to continue to grow Lifted Made’s revenue and net income significantly, on a quarter-over-quarter basis,
as we have been doing for five straight quarters since Q3 2020
2. We intend to continue to close on acquisitions of companies led by top entrepreneurs in our industry
3. We intend to reinvest our substantial cash flow in growing our inventory and brands, raising additional capital from
the investment community as necessary to close further acquisitions
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Sample Public Companies in the Hemp/Cannabis
Industry (Unprofitable)
Company Name

Ticker Symbol

Unprofitable?

10/29/2021 Market
Capitalization*

Curaleaf

CURLF

Unprofitable*

$6.87B*

Canopy Growth

CGC

Unprofitable*

$4.98B*

Tilray

TLRY

Unprofitable*

$4.77B*

Cresco Labs

CRLBF

Unprofitable*

$2.09B*

Cronos Group

CRON

Unprofitable*

$1.93B*

Aurora Cannabis Inc.

ACB

Unprofitable*

$1.32B*

Sundial Growers

SNDL

Unprofitable*

$1.34B*

TerrAscend

TRSSF

Unprofitable*

$1.09B*

Planet 13 Holdings

PLTH

Unprofitable*

$928.93M*

4Front Ventures

FFNTF

Unprofitable*

$776.33M*

Village Farms International

VFF

Unprofitable*

$650.55M*

HEXO Corp.

HEXO

Unprofitable*

$406.57M*

Agrify

AGFY

Unprofitable*

$328.93M*

Ignite International Brands

BILZF

Unprofitable*

$291.49M*

Acreage Holdings

ACRHF

Unprofitable*

$256.39M*

Charlotte’s Web

CWBHF

Unprofitable*

$229.54M*

LFTD Partners Inc.

LSFP

Profitable

$62.649M*

This is not a comprehensive list of all companies in our industry. These are examples of competitors.
*Information obtained from Yahoo! Finance
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Sample Public Companies in the Hemp/Cannabis
Industry (Profitable)
Company Name

Ticker Symbol

Profitable?

10/25/2021 P/E
Multiple*

Green Thumb
Industries

GTBIF

Profitable*

80.27*

Trulieve Cannabis
Corp.

TCNNF

Profitable*

37.59*

Grove, Inc.

GRVI

Profitable*

29.00*

Verano

VRNO.CN

Profitable*

20.76*

LFTD Partners Inc.

LSFP

Profitable

17.07*

This is not a comprehensive list of all companies in our industry. These are examples of competitors.
*Information obtained from Yahoo! Finance
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Contact Information
Gerard M. Jacobs
Chairman and CEO
LFTD Partners Inc.
(847) 915-2446
GerardMJacobs@LFTDPartners.com

Nicholas S. Warrender
CEO
Lifted Made
(224) 577-8148
CEO@LiftedMade.com

William C. “Jake” Jacobs, CPA
President
Lifted Made
(847) 400-7660
JakeJacobs@LFTDPartners.com
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